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(Originally one of DRW’s three lectures at Summer School, University of Newcastle, January 1970) 

 

Scoring in games 
 

In the following P and Q are the players, p is the probability that P will win a given 

rally, and q the probability that Q will win the rally.  

 

It will be assumed that p and q are constant; in particular, p is the same whether P is 

serving or receiving. Do you think that this latter assumption in valid in, say, tennis, 

table tennis, squash and badminton? You may be inclined to test the validity 

sometime by comparing the proportion of rallies won while serving with the 

proportion won while receiving. Would the mean number of strokes per rally tell us 

anything about the validity of the assumption? 

 

Here are some methods of scoring (with invented names). For each type represent a 

one-point game as a game on a graph. 

a. Simscore. The simplest scoring allots a point for each rally won.  

b. N-score. The player who first wins, say, two rallies wins the point. If N is odd 

this is equvalent to best-of-(2N + 1). 

c. Squascore. As in squash, if the server wins a rally he gains a point; otherwise 

he loses the service. The game can be started by playing a rally for the service. 

d. Deuscore. As at ‘deuce’ in tennis, the winner of the firs rally gains 

‘advantage’. He gains the point if he wins the next rally; otherwise the score 

reverts to deuce. 

e. Leadscore. A player is awared a point when he gains a lead of, say, two rallies 

over his opponent. 

f. Can you construct some other method of scoring? 

 

Check that your analysis of the above methods of scoring reveals deuscore and 

leadscore to be equivalent.  

 

A real game can involve a mixture of these methods. For example, in squash, 

squascore is applied to rallies to determine points, 9-score is applied to points to 

determine games (10-score if 9-all occurs), and 3-score is applied to the games to 

determine the match. Analyse the scoring in tennis in the same way.  

 

Simulate several plays of each of the above one-point games. Consider two cases:- 

 p = q = ½ (toss a coin) 

 p <> ½ (toss a die and  count 1 or 2 as a win from P) 

Record the number of games won by P, the number of rallies won by P, and the mean 

number of rallies per play. You may have sufficient data to indicate which game is 

more likely to be won by the better player, that is, which game is more likely to 

discriminate correctly between players of unequal ability.  

 

For each of the above one-point games calculate the probability that P will win the 

game. Answers:- 
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Show that the scoring systems have been ranked in order of increasing discrimination. 

One method is to show that for 0 < p < ½ each probability exceeds its successor. For 

example, the difference between (b) and (c) can, with the help of the remainder 

theorem, be expressed as  
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The denominator is positive for all p (show this) and the numerator is positive for p < 

½. 

 

Let a sample space comprise events E1, E2, E3, …, En with corresponding probabilities 

p1, p2, p3, …, pn. If with each event Ei there is associated a number xi then the 

expected value of this number is  
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Find the expected value of the number of rallies in a one-point game using:- 

a. Simscore 

b. 2-score 

c. Squascore (harder) 

[Answer for p = ½: 1, 2.5, 3] 


